
Every gift has an impact on life at Harvard.
We are grateful for each and every gift, and we show our appreciation 
in many ways. As you talk with your peers, it may be helpful to share 
how commitments to Harvard are recognized.

Exclusive Communications from Harvard Leadership 
Supporters of the College and GSAS receive special communications 
and campus updates from our College, Graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences, and University leaders. 

Recognition in Print and Online Publications
Alumni, parents, and friends who support the College and Graduate 
School of Arts and Sciences priorities with leadership contributions 
are included in annual reports of giving and may also be featured in 
other print and electronic pieces.

Invitations to Special Virtual Events and Gatherings 
Harvard’s donors are invited to special virtual events and gatherings 
throughout the year featuring faculty, students, and administrators, 
providing a unique firsthand look at life at Harvard today.

CELEBRATING OUR DONORS



Memberships in Giving Societies
The societies listed here honor the loyalty, leadership, and legacy of 
those who support Harvard College, the Graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences, or the Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and 
Applied Sciences (SEAS).

Loyalty
1636 Loyalty Society
The 1636 Loyalty Society honors the loyalty of donors who give year 
after year, providing the FAS with invaluable enduring stability. 
Membership begins with a donor’s second consecutive annual gift 
and continues with ongoing yearly support. Consecutive gifts of  
any amount qualify a donor for the 1636 Loyalty Society.

Benefits include:
• Special communication/token of appreciation 
• Recognition in annual reports of giving

Leadership
Associates Giving
Harvard College Fund Associates are an extraordinary community 
of generous alumni, parents, and friends who provide the generous 
annual support that sets Harvard apart and enables it to pursue 
its academic mission. The Associates Program has five leadership 
giving levels with adjusted levels for current students and recent 
graduates. Donors receive benefits that correspond to their gift 
amounts, plus all of those accrued to the levels below.

Membership Levels: 

•   President’s Associates ($25,000+)
 Invitation to the annual President’s Associates Celebration (virtual)

•  Leadership Associates ($10,000+)
 Additional invitations to virtual leadership programming

•  Crimson Associates ($5,000–$9,999)
 Invitations to virtual programming



• Charter Associates ($2,500–$4,999)
  Communications from faculty, students, and/or administrators 

providing insight on Harvard life this year

•  Fund Associates ($1,000–$2,499*)
  For parents of undergraduates, invitation to virtual parent  

event programming

 Listing in the Annual Reports of Associates Giving
 *$100 FOR CURRENT STUDENTS; $250 FOR ALUMNI PRE-FIFTH REUNION;  

 $500 FOR ALUMNI PRE-10TH REUNION.

Harvard Yard Society
The Harvard Yard Society (HYS) recognizes donors who make 
purely flexible gifts of $50,000 or more, which provide FAS 
leadership with essential flexibility to meet unexpected student 
needs and seize new opportunities as they arise. All members  
of the Harvard Yard Society are invited to annual celebrations of  
the President’s Associates and Harvard Yard Society members.

Membership levels:

•   Dean’s Fellow ($1M+ cumulative) 
Lifetime recognition on annual donor lists; lifetime regular 
updates from campus and reports on the impact of giving

•   HYS Fellow ($500,000) 
10 years of recognition on annual donor lists; lifetime regular 
updates from campus and reports on the impact of giving

•   HYS Partner ($250,000) 
Five years of recognition on annual donor lists; lifetime regular 
updates from campus and reports on the impact of giving

•   HYS Member ($50,000) 
Recognition on annual donor list; a year of updates from campus 
and reports on the impact of giving



Legacy
John Harvard Society
The John Harvard Society (JHS) recognizes alumni, parents, and 
friends who have established a bequest provision, charitable trust, 
or gift annuity of any amount.

We celebrate these gifts with:

•  A biannual newsletter with donor profiles and news about  
the Society

• A leather keepsake bookmark

• Invitations to special virtual programming

•  Listing by affiliation on our dedicated website and in online and 
print publications (realized bequests are recognized in the Annual 
Reports of Associates Giving).
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